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STANDING COMMITTEE FOR' INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL CORRESPONDENCE

 

Report of the

Meeting of Directors of the National I.S.C. Bureaux

Paris, July 15th, 1937

The Standing Committee for I.S.C. took advantage of

the. that an International Exhibition of T.S.C. was. being

organised a the Musée Pédagogique de France by the French

1.3.0. Bureau in collaboration with the National I.3.C. Bureaux

of the other countries, ‚to arrange for a meeting of these Bu-

reaux at the International Institute of Intellectual Co-oper-

ation on July 15th, 1937, It was all the more desirable that

the Standing Committee for 1.8.0, should meet, for since it

was set up in 1989 no meeting of this body had been held, its

current business having been conducted by an executive com-

mittee composed of M, GARNIER, Mr, RENFIEID and М. LAJTI,

ue Directors of National Bureaux who attended this

meeting were as follows; Mr. Winston BURCHETT (Australia),

M. Led islas KLOZNER (Czechoslovakia), Mile Helmi METSVAHI

(Estonia), Mlle Marguerite BRUNOT (France), M, Gerhard GRAEFE

(Germany), Mr, F, RENFIELD, Mrs, HOXEY and Miss Janet LAWSON

(Great Britain}, M. Istvan ATANYI (Hungary), M. С, del VECCHIO

(Italy), M. Z.L, ZAIESKI (Poland), M, C. KIRITZESCO (Rumania),

and ?. 0, BINDER (Switzerland). The chair was taken by M,



Charles-Marie GARNIER, Director of the French I,3.0. Bureau,

assisted by 17, Istvan 1771و Secretary of the Standing Committee

for 1.23.0. ¥, A. GEOUFFRE DE LA PRADELLE, Professor in Paris

University, also took part in the discussions.

Technical Questions.

Most of the technical questions were discussed between

the official meetings in the course of personal conversations

amongst the Directors, these questions varying in character

according to the country-considered, The points raised by Pro-

fessor G. del VEGCHIO were of a more common interest; they re-

lated in particular to the measures’ calculated to simplify the

distribution ‘of correspondents and the joint action to be "taken

with a view to obtaining postal facilities. With regard to this

latter point, the president of the Standing Committee was ine

structed to get into touch with the competent authoritiesand,

more particularly, the International Postal Union, in order to

determine the conditions in which it would be possible to issue

an international postage stamp or an international posteard

that could be used by pupiíls participating in the I.S.C, movement,

Fur thermore, the Committee unanimously approved the sug-

gestions put forward by M, G, del VECCHIO that the Bureaux should

be invited to type their lists of addresses with the most legible

arrangement possible and, in all cases, to keep the lists of

boys and girls separate so that the work of distribution might

be simplified,. especially for the Bureaux which do not accept

mixed correspon:dence. EN у

‚The remarks made by If. GRAEFE placed the discussion



beyond the scope of the technical questions proper, The Director

of the German Bureau stressed the advantages, for the I.S.0.

Burcaux of a couttry, in having a central directorate in close

contact with the central publie education authorities; sinec th

system had been reorganised in Germany along these lines, it had

been possible to extend the movement and te simplify administrat

ion. Hs sought the collaboration of the other Bureaux fer thu

‘organisation of collective oeorrespondsnce, whicn the German

Bureau was making a special effort to provide, This collective

correspondance was being conduaoted in Germany chiefly in the twe

following ways: a) distribution of the subjects to be dealt with

by pupils. mémbers of one and the same group of correspondents;

b) joint drafting of a letter addressed to a foreign corresponi-

ing group and dealing with the several aspects of the same sub-

ject. Most of the Directors were of the opinion that although

the system of group correspondence, so far adopted more parti-

cularly by the Junior Red Cross, was suitable for very young

pupils wnose personality had not yet developed, the same could

not be said in the case of senior mide who generally preferrec

individual correspondence. The discussion on this point led to

the voting of the following resolutions

"The Stand ing Committee, |

After hearing the statement made by 17, GRAEFE in which

he ‘called the attention of the Bureaux to the advantages
of corrcspondense by classes and while emphasising the
reference which it believed should be given to individual
correspondence,

Recommends its members cot to neglect the collective

system of international school correspondenec which, in
relations with certain countries and provided that it is
actively conducted by the teachers, can yield very inter-
esting results, especially in the primary schools,"



Social Aspects of 1.5.0.

In a brief exposition of tais question, Professor

GEOUFFRE DE LA DRADELIE referred to international school cor-

respondenee as an instrument of moral training. In his opinion,

the moral berefits by far exceeded the linguistic advantages

which teachers of modern languages in particular expected from

this movement. He asked the Bureaux to give their earnest cone

sideration to the moral influence exerted or pupils by the inter-

rational contact established through sehool correspondence,

Exchange of Visits between Correspondents,

  

This question gave rise to a particularly lively dis-

cussion at the meetine. Unfortunately, with the exception of

the Bureaux of Belgium, Finland, Germany and the Netherlands,

the National I.S.C. Burcaux are not equipped for the orgatis-

ation of exchanges of pupils, this being the function of spe-

cialised organisations The following resolution was therefore

edopted:

"The Standing Committee,

Considering that properly organised school corres-
pondence aims, whenever possible, at reciprocal visits
between corresponderts;

Considering further that, in general, the T.S.C.
Bureaux are not equipped for the organisation of school

travel, .’

Recommends the I.S.C. Bureaux to establish the closest

possible liaison with the school travel offices with a

view to facilitating individual or collective travel for
corresponding pupils," |



Extention of 1,5,0, to Adults.

   

Lastly, the Committee considered the conditions in

which international school correspondence could be extended

to adults. The Directors of the Bureaux agreed that requests

for correspondents received frem persons unconnected with a

school should not be granted unless these persons furnished

adequate guarantees regarding their moral standing; these

guarantees could be given either by the applicant's old school

or by the professional association or other organisation to

which he belonged.

After the meeting, the Committes paid a visit to the

Interrational Exhibition of I.S.C., where tne members were row

ecélived by ths Preneh Bureau
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